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Riverdance: Representing Irish Traditional Music
As the archetypal example of the globalization and commodification of Ireland
and Irish culture,1 Riverdance can justly be described as one of the emblems for
the now rapidly fading Celtic Tiger.2 The show also was arguably one of the primary catalysts in the transformation of Irish traditional music from a primarily geographically (and ethnically) situated music into what Mark Slobin has
described as an “affinity interculture.”3 Now, participation in the music is governed by choice, and the possibility of “becoming Irish music” is open to all.4
This connection between the show and the tradition has been utilized and
emphasized in a range of contexts, from tourist promotional literature5 to academic course descriptions and writing.6 The link with tradition has also been
adverted to by its composer Bill Whelan himself.7 In the show’s promotional
material, Sam Smyth’s description of Riverdance as a “two-hour celebration of
traditional music and dance” appears to conflate the two.8 In the same vein, Fintan O’Toole has noted that what “made Riverdance so exhilarating was the
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sense, not so much of invention as of recognition,” a recognition that traditional
music “defined the cultural space in which the whole show operated.”9
This suggests that the music of Riverdance has been perceived, perhaps
strategically, as being traditional—despite Bill Whelan’s explicit statement that
he did not intend his music to be heard as such.10 Nicholas Carolan puts forward a contrasting view when he notes that “the music is new and different and,
because of this, it will not be adopted into traditional music.”11 And although
Whelan acknowledges that the work is not traditional, he also has commented
that he uses “traditional music as an inspiration.”12 He has described how, when
working with traditional musicians as performers, he is
inclined to let the tradition, or my sense of the tradition, lead, and then try and
tuck the rest in behind it, rather than write something very smart that pulls bits
out of the tradition but doesn’t seem when you listen to it to be anything more
than a nod towards it.13

That there is a relationship between the show and the tradition is clear; but
to depict this inspiration as a form of appropriation from a notionally “pure”
tradition would be questionable, given the musical bricolage that typifies much
contemporary traditional music. One also could posit that the music is a postmodern pastiche “cut loose from any particular time and place,”14 which reflects
a “simulated version of Irish culture,”15 and which does not resemble its sources.
However, to posit such a claim one needs to overlook the transformations and
hybridizations that have accrued in the tradition over the course of the twentieth century.16 It is more accurate to acknowledge that Whelan, in his compositions, constructs a music that reflects the fluidity, diversity, and hybridity of the
modern tradition.
In its centering of hybridity, Riverdance both constructs and reflects an
image of Irish culture that is postmodern in texture, embracing the ancient and
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the modern, the local and the global. The show’s producer, Moya Doherty,
emphasized the modern elements of this culture: “I was tired of clichéd images
of Ireland,” she stated, adding that she “ wanted to show the Ireland I know and
love, that it is modern and in step.”17
In fact, this representation of Irish culture was not a simple reflection, but
something bordering on the prescriptive. Reflecting on Michael Flatley’s performance in the Mayo 5000 concert in the National Concert Hall in 1993—the
year before Riverdance premiered—in which lay the roots for the updated dance
styles of the original Riverdance Eurovision performance, Doherty remarked,
“that’s the way it should be—Irish dancing with a fusion of tap and flamenco.”18
This vision of “the way it should be” recognizes that Irish identity is no longer,
in Mary McCarthy’s words, “circumscribed by narrowly defined ideas about
what it means to be Irish.”19 It recognizes that the cultural representation of a
nation, or of other groups, involves “a struggle to articulate multiple identities,
identities not based on essential purity but on hybridity.”20
However, one must not lose sight of the fact that Riverdance is also a global
and commodified articulation of Irish culture; the music and dance underlying
its construction of Irishness might be described as being “constituted locally . . .
with reference to a global cultural market: they are local cultural keys turning
global locks.”21 To draw a parallel with revivalist music practices, the local is represented in Riverdance through a selective drawing from the totality of the tradition.22 Iconic instruments like the uilleann pipes and bodhrán are foregrounded, as are the core instruments of fiddle, button accordion, and whistle,
all of which are played by traditional musicians. The show’s music shares the
tradition’s emphasis on melody, and many of the pieces are based on such traditional rhythmic forms as the reel, slip jig, and slow air.23 A close reading of the
most familiar motif of the original “Riverdance” piece reveals subtle layers of
reflection and representation: the first part of the central motif presents a typical jig rhythm, not dissimilar to the quintessential jig, “The Irish Washerwoman,” connoting Irishness through a stereotypical and instantly recognizable
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musical trope. The immediate shift to a group of four quaver (or eighth-note)
pairs disrupts the familiarity of the jig rhythm, and can be read as typical, or
reflective, of innovations that take place within the tradition. However, it is also
possible to perceive an external influence in this rhythmic shift, as the juxtaposition of groups of two and three quavers is characteristic of the asymmetrical
rhythms of Bulgarian dance tunes.24 Thus, within this signature of the piece lies
not just the traditional and the contemporary, but also the hybridity of a global tradition.
Because of its globalization, one could posit that any connection the music
of Riverdance has with its specific locale disappears, and that it does not reflect
or relate to the traditional community or the community’s practices or experiences.25 For instance, to contrast the performance practices of Riverdance with
that of the session—or, indeed, earlier forms of informal music-making—highlights the production’s effacing of the centrality of participation and social
interaction to the modern tradition. On the other hand, much of our experience
of traditional music takes place in unidirectional contexts: we listen passively to
its mediated form, or attend formal concert performances. And much important recent scholarship has argued that the session is itself now being aggressively sold and marketed in Ireland as part of the tourist experience; in many
cases and spaces its continued existence depends on it being commodified, and
similarly globalized, for an international audience.26 As the music of Riverdance is (with one or two exceptions) newly composed, the lack of a shared
repertoire arguably creates a sense of dislocation from the local tradition. But
this is to ignore the importance and commonness of composition as a traditional practice. It would be truer to say that Riverdance presents an “a-stylistic”
traditional music, which lacks reference to any specific localness, and is totally
detached from any local stylistic roots. Yet this is a criticism that also could be
made of a lot of contemporary traditional music. A more pertinent observation
is that as a consequence of its large-scale (or global) staging, the performance
of the music becomes almost entirely uniform and unchanging, lacking the stylistic freedom and spontaneity that distinguishes the most celebrated players in
the tradition.
If we consider performative traits that are highly “local” to be those most
appreciable by cultural insiders, then the transformation of this “local” results
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in such elements being smoothed over in favor of stylistic elements more easily understood by less-informed listeners: speed, virtuosity, syncopated rhythms,
and catchy and repetitive hooks. But as Fintan Vallely has noted of the contemporary tradition, these stylistic elements—which emerged through the classicization of contemporary traditional music—also characterize what he calls
“Meta-Trad,” seen in such groups as Flook or Solas. Assessing these as lesser or
blander stylistic elements is to claim the authority to define such styles, and to
fail to properly contextualize an analysis of Riverdance.27
Riverdance’s conflating of the local and the global allows us to treat it as
belonging to the genre that the music industry has termed “world music,”
embracing, as Laurent Aubert posits, “intercultural experiences within the
domain of popular music.”28 Riverdance was, in fact, originally categorized as
world music, at least in the United States when released on CD in 1996, entering the Billboard World Music chart at number one. World music could be
described as a postmodern hybrid commodity. Considered in this aspect, Riverdance is pluralistic, fragmentary, spans different cultures and temporalities, utilizes sophisticated technology, and embraces both high and low culture.29 As a
postmodern work, it is “expressive of a saturated personality,” and to experience
it richly requires this saturation.30 It is undoubtedly a product of contemporary
Ireland, and indeed of contemporary music in general, in which a
plurality of styles [and] techniques . . . appears both plausible and meaningful in
a world increasingly shedding its common beliefs and shared customs, where
there is no longer a single given ‘reality’ but only shifting, multiple realities, provisionally constructed out of the unconnected bits and pieces set loose by a
world stripped of all attachments.31

As musicians, we necessarily produce music that either draws on or reacts
against our saturated soundscapes. The diverse origins of Whelan’s Riverdance
soundscape in his earlier compositions are well documented: Timedance (1981),
East Wind (1992), The Seville Suite (1992), The Spirit of Mayo (1993), and his
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work as a member of Planxty from 1979 to 1983. As Whelan himself put it, “I . . .
believed in presenting Riverdance as a show of Irish music and dance, placed in
the context of other dance and music forms and finding ways of interacting
with them.”32
Although Ireland is positioned as part of the West (as opposed to “the rest”)
and despite the relative familiarity of its culture in the global arena, the representation and performance of Irishness still can lapse into exoticism. In a global context, Ireland often is projected and perceived as a romantic departure from
the everyday, a place where an antiquated and authentic culture is kept alive, and
is easily accessible for the virtual cultural tourist. What complicates this perception is that Riverdance also includes much that is familiar—both in a global and a local context—in its diasporic dimension. In 1999, Tara Brabazon and
Paul Stock pointedly asked of Whelan’s creation, “What is home and where is
abroad?”33 Considering the show in a global context, can we also ask, “What is
Irish and what is exotic?”
Barbara O’Connor’s analysis of the dance styles and dance repertoire of the
show notes that, for a global audience, the “exoticism is provided by what is
regarded as distinctly Irish and different, and the familiarity by dance styles and
techniques which have already become internationally disseminated by the
mass media of film and television, especially those of Hollywood musicals.”34
Similarly, Whelan’s music is also at once familiar and exotic, embracing an
exoticism that is of a double kind. It is exotic in its representation of traditional elements to a global audience, and it is exotic to an Irish audience in its
incorporation of hybrid elements from the broader spectrum of popular and
world music. At the same time, traditional music is familiar to an Irish audience,
and the “world music” and popular elements are familiar to many listeners.
Riverdance, then, could be perceived from one subject position as being an
attempt to evoke a local music, employing, in Ralph Locke’s definition, “characteristic and easily recognized musical gestures from the alien culture.”35
But we also must recognize that Riverdance was put together by Irish producers and composers, danced by Irish dancers, and played by Irish musicians.
Locke’s theorizing of musical exoticism allows for such cases, where the creator
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of a piece of music is from within the culture, but also is part of another musical culture: “Particularly interesting examples of ‘consciously multicultural’
musical composition come from composers with feet in two very different cultures, and who thus may arguably treat neither as, strictly, exotic.” We seem to
be in the midst of redefining the very meaning of “exotic”: as such complex origins become more and more common, our understanding of musical exoticism
will come to refer to that which is located in a particular historical moment and
social context.
The question of Riverdance’s relationship to tradition remains a complicated one. Barbara O’Connor has noted how it simultaneously embraces tradition,
breaks it apart, and reconstructs it in new ways.36 Such an analysis, though, separates tradition as a thing from tradition as a practice—a dichotomy that
returns us to the question of whether there is, in fact, a distinction between “a
tradition” and Riverdance. This question of cultural boundaries was recently
addressed by Sarah Weiss in her analysis of I La Galigo, a theatrical production
of Sulawesi epic poetry produced by Robert Wilson in 2004, which contains
many parallels to Riverdance. Weiss proposes that “cultural boundaries and
their implicit hierarchical relationships slip into the background when the artist
embodies, in one way or another, more than one of the source cultures.”37 The
multiplicity of sources evident in Riverdance—combined with the notion that
we are increasingly inhabiting “saturated soundscapes”—suggests that the
boundaries that sometimes are perceived between Riverdance and traditional
music, or more generally between traditional music and its other extensions,
innovations, and hybridizations, are destined to grow more faint over time.
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